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Abstract
When the human operator monitors and controls complex, dynamic 
processes, it is assumed that an internal representation of the proc­
ess directs the operator’s control actions. This internal model is 
proposed to lie at some point along a verbal-spatial continuum. In 
order to determine the point on this continuum, subjects with high 
verbal and low spatial abilities and with low verbal and high spatial 
abilities performed a multi-element failure detection task by itself 
or concurrently with either a verbal or spatial memory task. Patterns 
of interference, between maintaining and updating the internal model 
and performing the memory tasks, were used to infer the mode of the 
internal model adopted by the subjects.
Results confirmed the spatiality of the failure detection task, 
and as expected, verbal subjects performed better on the verbal task 
and spatial subjects performed better on the spatial one. Both abil­
ity groups demonstrated similar failure detection abilities and gener­
ated similar patterns of dual task interference. These results in­
dicated that all subjects adopted the same strategy for failure de­
tection. The discussion considered the absence of ability differences
i
in failure detection performance, and provided suggestions for future 
research.
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Introduction
Automation and the Human Operator
Human operators must control sue*, diverse processes as steel­
making, paper production, chemical production, nuclear power plants, 
and wide body jets. Strict limitations on deviations from optimum 
performance are required to maintain an economically viable and safe 
process. In general, these processes can be characterized as having 
five properties: 1) many interacting controls which may have long
time lags between their action and effects, 2) multiple inputs,
3} variable quality of inputs, 4) more than one output variable which 
must be controlled, and 5) no precisely known model or equation to 
predict process outputs from process inputs (Drury, 1976), With 
increasing automation, a trend has emerged toward engaging the humaa 
operator as a supervisor/monitor rather than as a direct mani­
pulator of a process (Crossman, 1974).
However, increasing automation does not eliminate human error 
(Weiner, 1980; Weiner fi Curry, 1980), For example, errors in air 
traffic control systems attributable to mechanical failure rarely 
occur. Rather, ninety percent of those errors which do occur arise 
from human mistakes in attention allocation, judgment, and communi­
cations by controllers and their supervisors. A rather tragic example 
of human error in automated systems comes from the 1972 Eastern Air­
lines Flight 401 which crashed outside Miami. The pilot had engaged 
the autopilot so he could attempt to correct a malfunction with the 
nose gear. The autopilot was inadvertantly disengaged and went
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unnoticed. The aircraft** gradual descent *e«t undetected and the 
p ' crashed into the Lverglades. Ninet \ -nine out of ]7(> on board 
died. This illustrates some of the negative aspects of increased 
reliance n automation (l)anaher, 1980).
Hit- Human operator as Monitor/Superv i sor
The automated control system of a large-scale plant consists 
of a human operator, or monitor, and machines. The roam cognitive 
processes of the human operator include intake of information, 
interpretation of information, decision-making, incorporation of 
information into permanent storage, extrapolation and prediction, 
anu generation of information and action (Moray, Note 7), (It is 
beyond the scope of this paper to provide an overview of the human 
factors approach to the human operator and information processing.
The interested reader is referred to treatments by both Moray (Note 7) 
and Lees (1974) for excellent reviews of the area.) In addition to 
the occasional adjustments of set points on operating conditions, 
the supervisory task specifically involves the following three 
responsibilities: 1) failure detection: discovery of a departure
from normal, specified operating conditions; 2) diagnosis: deter­
mination of the nature, location, and cause of the abnormal condi­
tion; and u) corrective or control action: evaluation of alternative 
actions and a decision regarding the optimal action (Rasmussen, 1974). 
The Human Operator*s Internal Model
It is assumed that when a Iranian operator is monitoring a system, 
he is evaluating the hypothesis that the system is in normal operation.
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Mti'i ii ill unction is detected and the task turns to diagnosis, and 
alternate hypotheses tor causes of a system’s abnormal state are 
tested (Lurry, 11*81). Ihese hypotheses are assumed to stem from the
operator * s 
(Sheridan, 
sampling,
internal representation of the system being controlled 
lPBlJ. Ibis internal representation presumably directs 
control behavior, nnd allows prediction of future states
from small samples of information currently received. It may 
include movements, skills, and strategies. This dynamic represen­
tation may be altered or updated. The fidelity of the internal 
model is important in that the more accurate it is, the more likelv 
that deviations will be detected (Wiekens fi Kcssel, li>81). The
internal model, then, is important to the human operator in that 
it guides fault detection, diagnosis and corrective/control
action.
As an intuitive example of the internal model concept, consider 
the automobile driver’s internal model of his vehicle. When the 
driver turns the steering wheel he expects the car to respond in a 
certain manner. These expectancies are formed on the basis of the 
internal model. If the system is not responding in a normal fashion 
to his control actions, a violation of the internal model is produced 
and a malfunction is detected.
Despite the importance of the internal model to control and 
failure detection, the operator is not necessarily aware of the model 
he adopts (Moray, Note 7). Further, the internal model is largely 
an uni investigated concept, subject primarily to speculation rather
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than experimental analysis. Because it is an inferred construct 
empirical investigations of the internal model must analyze the 
operator's overt behavior in attempting to understand it.
Jagacinski and Miller (1978) felt that the human operator's 
pattern of behavior in a control task could represent his internal 
model. Subjects performed a tracking task in which they could 
select one of two control actions: exerting a positive force or
a negative force. The task was to bring a moving dot to rest at a 
specified target position from an arbitrary initial position in a 
minimum amount of time. The subject's ability to predict the 
mot ion, or path, of the dot would be overtly expressed in his con­
trol behavior (switching from a positive or negative force). There 
were optimal points at which to switch, Thus by comparing devia­
tions of actual switch points to the optimal points, Jagacinski and 
Miller were able to quantify the operator's internal model. However, 
the representational form of the model was not obvious. (Mil (Note 5) 
has further pursued this line of approach with a continuous tracking 
task,
Bainbridge (1974, 1981) asserted that knowledge of a system's 
dynamic relations could be modelled by conditional statements or 
program-like routines. Thus in her investigations of the internal 
model, she used verbal protocols, obtained by asking controllers 
to think aloud while executing the task (Bainbridge, 1974). Cross­
man and Cooke (Note 4) and Brigham and Laios (1975) have also 
attempted to determine an operator's mental processes through
Internal Model
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analysis of verbal communication.
Umbers (1979) has criticized this method by noting that a 
controller's explanation does not necessarily represent his actual 
thinking, Rasmussen (1981) elaborated on this point by arguing that 
protocols give very little information concerning the underlying 
processes but rather are a sequence of statements indicating "states 
of knowledge” concerning the operational state of the plant, oper­
ator tasks and actions, etc. The operator spontaneously knows where 
to direct his attention. It is what directs this behavior that has 
yet to be analyzed.
Landeweerd (1979) investigated the relationship between the 
internal representation of a process, and control behavior when 
diagnosing faults. He found that a verbal mode of representation, 
which he associated with knowledge of the functioning of a process 
(what leads to what), played an important role in fault correction. 
Further, a visual mode of representation, which he linked with 
knowledge of a process structure (what is located where), was impor­
tant when searching for information in the process of diagnosis.
Landeweerd1s research is directly related to the present study, 
the purpose of which is to investigate the mode of the internal 
representation of a complex dynamic system. Further, this research 
is stimulated by the basic inability of past investigations to de­
fine the "underlying processes" that comprise the internal model.
Theories in cognitive psychology concerning the nature of 
representation of knowledge will be used as a basis for proposing
Internal Model
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that the human operator’s internal model of a system lies at some 
point along a verbal-spatial continuum. In addition, individual 
differences in performance and strategy choice, and the multiple 
resource model of attention and dual task paradigm will be used 
jointly in an effort to define the nature of internal model 
representation.
Cognitive Psychology: Representation of Knowledge
Spatial-lmaginal and Verbal Modes of Representation
A number of theori e.s ; n cognitive psychology have focused on 
the modes, or forms, of representation of knowledge. A contrast is 
frequently drawn between the spatial-imagery mode and the verbal 
mode. The spatial-imagery mode is concerned with locations and 
objects, their relations, and operations performed on them. The 
verbal mode is related to spoken and written language. Both modes 
integrate information from a variety of sensory systems so as to 
represent the world in general. They also govern motor responses; 
the verbal mode in terms of speech and writing, the spatial mode 
in terms of manual manipulations (Wiekelgren, 1979).
Paivio's (1971) dual coding theory illustrates the contrast 
between verbal and spatial modes. He argued that imaginal as well 
as verbal processes are involved in perception, verbal learning, 
memory, and language. Imaginal and verbal processes are viewed 
as alternative coding systems or modes of symbolic representation 
of objects, events, and language. The arousal and mediation of both 
are theoretically related to an abstract-concrete dimension of
Internal Model
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stimulus meaning and task characteristics. That is, the more con­
crete something is, the more likely it will arouse imaginal processes. 
Paivio further suggested that individual differences affect the 
availability of one processing system over the other.
In the verbal mode, representations of information are labelled 
propositions. Propositions have generally been defined as verbal 
statements concerning relationships between concepts, objects, or 
activities. A proposition is a complete thought. It is discrete, 
consisting of phrases with concepts as constituents. The proposi­
tion can be approximated by simple sentences. In the spatial mode, 
information is retained as a symbolic image that is analogous to the 
original experience though not necessarily like a photograph. The 
image is continuous and analog operations such as rotation can be 
performed on it (Norman $ Rumelhart, 1975; Wickelgren, 1979).
Simple examples can demonstrate how either images or proposi­
tions can represent information. A propositional representation for 
a pile of blocks on a table might be: Block A is above Block B.
Block A is to the right of Block C. An analogical representation 
might be a pictorial image of the table and blocks. The represen­
tation of an angle may further clarify the discrete-continuous dis­
tinction between the two modes. An image would represent an angle 
as a unified entity. The proposition may express the relations 
between the component lines and the vertex point of the angle. Thus, 
although different formats and processes are used, the same infor­
mation is represented in both modes (Norman Q Rumelhart, 1975).
Internal Model
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The Controversy; Verbal, Not Spatial
The issue of modes of representation, is not without controversy. 
This dispute is concerned with the existence of the spatial-imaginal 
mode. Pylyshyn (1973) argued against the commonly held view that 
images are stored and when necessary, they will be retrieved and 
examined as if they were novel stimuli. Contrary to the definition 
of an image as continuous and concrete, he points out that discrete 
portions of an image and abstract qualities can be retrieved. For 
example, when retrieving an image of a party, an appetizer or the 
anger of a gr *t may be remembered. Further, if something is 
missing, it is not a piece of a visual scene, as a torn portion of 
a photograph exemplifies, but some attribute such as a color. Such 
an argument points to the idea that properties, concepts, and rela­
tions are represented in a format which is more of a description than 
a picture. A description is propositional. Thus, what is commonly 
held to be an image is, according to Pylyshyn, an abstract proposition.
Hinton (1979) also argued against imaginal representations.
Through a series of experiments he demonstrated that structural 
descriptions can be involved in imagining three-dimensional spatial 
structures. He further demonstrated the involvement of structural 
descriptions in analog transformations such as mental folding. What 
are commonly thought of as three-dimensional images he argued are 
actually abstract verbal descriptions.
There have, of course, been counterarguments. Essentially, it 
is argued that an image, like a proposition, can have a constituent 
sti'ucture. Images are then organized into meaningful parts. Thus
Internal Model
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a whole image can be analyzed into part images which can vary with 
the retrieval context (Kosslyn § Pomerantz, 1977; Palmer, 1976; 
Reed, 1974; Reed $ Johnson, 1975), This controversy has yet to be 
resolved,
A Continuum of Mental Representation
This controversy could be interpreted as a demonstration that 
modes of representation are not a dichotomy but rather, a continuum 
with spatial-imagery as one pole and verbal representations as the 
other. Between these poles defining characteristics of each are 
shared, Hammond (Note 6) proposed a ’cognitive continuum” theory 
with holistic-intuitive cognition and analytical cognition defining 
the poles. He further asserted that a verbal-imaginal information 
representation continuum coincides with this ’cognitive continuum”. 
Following Hammond, it is hypothesized that the mode of the human 
operator’s internal model lies at some point along a continuum of 
mental representation from verbal to spatial-imaginal endpoints*
The objective of the present research is to develop a methodology 
for localizing that point using convergent evidence provided by 
individual differences in spatial/verbal ability and by dual 
task interference paradigms.
Individual Differences in Ability: Effects on
Performance and Strategy Choice
Background
As mentioned earlier, Paivio u571j sugg»es^ e». that individual 
differences effect the availability of one processing system over
Internal Model
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the other. Individual differences are reflected in the variance 
between individuals in performance of a particular task. These 
differences have been related to sex and other factors (McGee, 1979). 
They are not a new phenomena. Cattell noted them in his 1885 experi­
ments on reaction time for naming letters and words, and colors and 
pictures; observing that some subjects could respond faster than 
others (Cattell, 1947).
Thurstone, in his early factor analytic studies (1938a, J938b) 
consistently isolated several ’primary factors” from studies using 
different populations and test batteries. Thurstone felt that the 
stability of these factors over different conditions lent credence 
to the idea that they represented basic mental abilities and not 
mathematical artifacts. Two of these factors were labelled verbal 
and visual space because of the nature of the tasks which loaded 
highly on them.
McGee (1979) noted that since 1925, numerous factor analytic 
studies have yielded a spatial factor distinct from a verbal factor. 
This independence can be noted in the low correlations between spatial 
and verbal tasks (Uose, Note 9), Spatial ability consists of the 
ability to imagine stimuli from different orientations, to manipulate 
or transform the image, and to perceive spatial patterns (French, 1951 
Guilford § Lacey, lb47; Harmon, Bkstrom, $ French,. 1976; Thurstone, 
Neu 10}. ri iJ ability is defined as the ability to recognize a 
n rticular pattern of ' isua stimuli as a word or letter, or the 
abrl to code and manipulate verbal stimuli (Hunt, Lunneborg, $
Internal Model
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Lewis, 197S). Measures which can discriminate verbal or spatial 
abilities can be found in multifactorial test batteries such as ETS*s 
Kit of factor Reference Tests (ilarman, Ekstrom, $ French, 1976), the 
Comprehensive Ability Battery (Hakstian £ Cattell, 1976), and the 
Graphic Information Processing Battery (Cory, 1977). Thus, a spatial 
ability has been demonstrated to exist independent of a verbal 
ability, and these two abilities can be validly and reliably discrimi­
nated through several test batteries. (Discussions of individual 
difference! in information processing that are highly related to the 
area of spatial and verbal abilities, but not necessarily involved, 
can be found in papers by Cooper (1976, Note 2).)
The Effects of Individual Differences on Task Performance
Individual differences are, by virtue of their definition, 
reflected in task performance. Hunt, Frost, and Lunneborg (1973), 
in noting the wide range of individual differences in performance of 
information processing tasks, asked if it was possible to identify 
high and low verbal ability using information processing tasks. They 
contrasted the performance of high and low verbal subjects, as desig­
nated by the verbal composite from the Washington Pre-College Test 
(equivalent to the SAT), on a number of information processing tasks. 
Reaction times for name identification in the letter name identity 
task, developed by Posner, Boies, Fichelman, and Taylor (1969), were 
significantly lower for high verbal subjects. Thus, certain perfor­
mance parameters could distinguish individuals with high scores on 
psychometric tests from those with low scores.
Klee and Eysenck (1973) investigated comprehension latencies
Internal Model
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of sentences varying in concreteness and meaningfulness that were 
obtained under conditions of visual and verbal interference. Ability 
was discriminated using the Minnesota Paper form Board, the Space 
Relations test of the Differential Aptitude Test Battery (Bennett, 
Seashore, t'i Wesman, 196a), and the Mcmory-for-Designs Test (Graham 
Kendall, I960). Results indicated that imagery ability was not 
a predictor of performance over al1 conditions (i.e. there was not 
a main effect tor imagery ability), However, they found a signifi­
cant interaction across interference conditions between sentence 
concreteness and imager)' ability such that high imagers produced 
shorter comprehension latencies than low imagers with abstract 
sentences, but not concrete ones.
(Ionsideration of the actual relations between certain parameters 
of cognitive tasks and ability is eyond the scope of this paper. 
However, the interested reader can refer to Chiang and Atkinson (1976) 
and Guilford and Juoia (19/6) for related research, for more exten­
sive treatments of Jie issue, the reader is directed to Carroll 
(Note 1) and Hunt et al,(1975).
The effects of Individual Differences on Strategy C)loice
Individual differences also are associated with the selection 
of strategies. MacLeod, Hunt, and Mathews (1978) gave 70 subjects 
a sentence-picture comprehension task developed by Clark and Chase 
(1972) in which the subjects had to verify agreement between sentence- 
picture pairs. Reaction times of subjects were described in terms of 
the Carpenter and Just (1975) constituent comparison model that 
requires the use of a linguistic strategy. Two groups were isolated.
Internal Model
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One group fit the model well. The second group fit the model poorly 
and analyses suggested that they employed a pictorial-spatial 
strategy. Psychometric measures (scores on the Washington Pre- 
College Test) indicated that subjects using the pictorial-spatial 
strategy had significantly higher spatial ability. This demonstrates 
that different comprehension strategies can be used consistently by 
different subjects and that the choice of strategies can be predicted 
from psychometric measures of certain types of cognitive ability.
Data from this and the previous section support Paivio*s 
assertion that high verbal or high spatial ability allows for those 
respective processes to be more available for processing information. 
Following Paivio*s logic, it is postulated that individual differences 
may also affect the mode of an internal model. Specifically, an 
operator with high spatial ability is more likely to have a spatial 
internal model and an operator with high verbal ability will likely 
have a verbal internal representation.
Attention and Task Interference: Spatial-Verbal Dimension
of Resource Structures
Research in the domain of dual task interference (the cost 
involved in the simultaneous performance of tasks) provides interest­
ing data concerning verbal and spatial processes. It also provides 
a method with which to test the hypothesis that the form of the 
internal model underlying process monitoring may lie along a verbal- 
spatial continuum.
There are a number of studies which may be explained by a model
Internal Model
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of task interference proposing separate resources underlying 
spatial and verbal processes. For example, Allport, Antonis, and 
Reynolds (1972) found that music students could sight read sheet 
music (a spatial task) and shadow prose (a verbal task) with little 
cost in performance, Wickens and Kessel (1980) paired a manual 
tracking task (spatial encoding and responding) and found no dual 
task interference, Kantowitz and Knight (1974) manipulated the 
difficulty levels of a tapping (spatial) task and a mental arith­
metic (verbal) task. Their analysis of simultaneous task conditions 
found that performance of each task was independent of the other 
task*s difficulty (also see Trumbo, Noble, fi Swink, 1967), Findings 
such as these suggest that functionally separate processing resources 
underlie spatial and verbal processes of perception, working memory 
(central processing), and response.
Maintaining and updating an internal model is likely to make demands 
on working memory. Crucial to the present experiment is the 
assumption that a spatial internal model demands spatial working 
memory and a verbal internal model demands verbal working memory.
The research of Baddeley and his colleague(s) has provided data on 
the interference patterns between spatial and verbal working memory. 
Baddeley and Lieberman (1980) had subjects perform a pursuit track­
ing task simultaneously with a memory task which employed either 
spatial material or nonsense material that was not easily visualized 
(based on Brooks* (1907) matrix task). These tasks were presumed 
to require working memory. Results indicated that the tracking task
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significantly disrupted recall on the spatial material-memory task 
but not the nonsense material-memory task. Thus, these interference 
patterns (within but not between spatial and verbal processes) 
suggest that the two forms of working memory depend upon separate 
processing resources. Furthermore, they suggest that the working 
memory underlying the control of a dynamic system (tracking) was 
spatial. This is the same sort of process that underlies the 
supervisory task used in the present experiment.
These results, in general, are consistent with multiple resource 
theories of dual task interference (Kantowitz $ Knight, 1976;
Kinsbourne $ Hicks, 1978; Wickens, 1980), These theories propose that 
processing structures (mental operations required for task performance) 
each depend upon their own specific processing resources. These 
structure-specific resources can be shared between activities; this 
sharing is limited to the extent that the resources withir a structure 
are limited or finite. Thus, if the total demand imposed upon a 
resource structure is less than its capacity, then little or no 
divided attention effect should be noted (Shulman S Greenburg, 1971), 
There also should be little or no divided attention effect when con­
current tasks make demands on different structures and their resources.
The great efficiency of dividing tasks between resources can 
explain the difficulty insensitivity demonstrated in the study, men­
tioned previously, by Kantowitz and Knight (1974): the difficulty
manipulations affected structures not required by the other task. 
Between-resource efficiency is also demonstrated when two secondary
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tasks, which have equivalent demands for resources, interfere to 
different extents with a primary task because they differ in the 
processing structure required (i.e. structural alteration effects; 
see Wickens, (1980)),
Wickens (1980) has defined the dimensions of these multiple 
pools of resources: stages of processing (perceptual/eentral pro­
cessing vs. response)? modalities of processing (visual vs. auditory 
encoding and manual vs. vocal responding ), and codes of processing 
(verbal vs. spatial). The dimension which is of greatest importance 
for this study is codes of processing. The investigations described 
by Baddeley and Lieberman (I960) and by Klee and Eysenck (1973) both 
provide data on this particular dimension defining separate resource 
pools. Further research by Kinsbourne and Hicks (1978), McFarland 
and Ashton (1978), Wickens and Sandry (Note 11), and Wickens,
Sandry and Micallizzi (Note 12), in which the relation between pro­
cessing codes (spatial vs, verbal) and hand of response has been 
explored, suggests that the dichotomy of processing codes may be 
related to processing hemispheres as well, although the assumption 
of hemispheric lateralization of processing d^es not underlie the 
present research.
Thus, studies using the dual task paradigm, which suggest the 
existence of separate attentional resources underlying verbal and 
spatial processes, were summarized. This dichotomy, one of three 
that is assumed to define separate resource pools in Wickens* (1980) 
model, is of fundamental importance to the present research.
Internal Model
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Experimental Rationale
Recapitulating, it has been proposed that modes of information 
representation lie along a spatial-verbal continuum. It has been 
argued that high spatial aid verbal abilities lead to preferential 
use of tie processes respectively associated with these abilities. 
Finally, spatial processes interfere to a greater extent with each 
other than with verbal processes and separate resource structures 
may underlie these processes.
Based upon these assertions, it is hypothesized that high 
verbal and high spatial human operators will respectively employ 
verbal and spatial internal representations of the system they 
are monitoring. In order to test this hypothesis, two groups of 
subjects, one with relatively high spatial and low verbal ability 
and one with relatively low spatial and high verbal ability were 
used in the experiment. These two groups will be referred to as 
"spatial” and "verbal" subjects respectively.
A dual task paradigm was employed. The primary task required 
subjects to monitor and detect failures in a simulated, highly 
simplified nuclear power plant. It was assumed that in order to 
accomplish the task, subjects would formulate an internal repre­
sentation of the system through the use of the preferential pro­
cesses. The secondary task was either a spatial or a verbal memory 
task. Each task made equivalent demands for attentional resources 
as each yielded equivalent probabilities of error (Brooks, 1967; 
Baddeley § Lieberman, 1980; see Appendix A for a discussion of
Internal Model
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secondary task development). Both tasks used the same encoding*! 
(auditory) and response (vocal) modalities so that performance 
differences would not be attributable to interference within
s
i
dimensions other than the spatial-verbal dimension. The mode of 
representation adopted by the subject was inferred from the irter- 
ference between the demands of maintaining and updating the internal 
model and the demands of performing a concurrent task using the same 
processing resources as the internal model. Task interference and 
thereby the internal model employed was inferred from dual task 
decrements. These constituted the mean increases in reaction time 
and decreases in correct failure detections from the single to dual 
task conditions loi the primary task and the mean decrease in correct 
responses for the secondary tasks.
The following results were predicted:
1. Failure detection is optimally performed as a spatial task 
because changes in analog relations underlie the failures. This 
implies that spatial subjects, who can employ the "optimal" internal 
model, will be better detectors than verbal subjects who employ non­
optima 1 models.
2. Unlike failure detection, the strategy used for secondary 
task performance cannot be flexibly adopted to different modes by 
different ability groups. Therefore, although no differences in 
difficulty between tasks, or groups, will appear, there will be an 
interaction. That is, spatial subjects will do better on the 
spatial task and verbal subjects will do better on the verbal task.
Internal Model
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3. Failure detection will be interfered with by the secondary 
tasks and vice versa. If the internal model can hi' flexibly 
adopted to different modes by different ability groups, then for 
the spatia 1 subjects using spatial strategies, interference will be 
greater with the spatial than with the verbal secondary task, lor 
the verbal group employing verbal strageties with the failure 
detection task, a reversed effect should appear: disruption with
the verbal secondary task will be greater than with the spatial one.
However, if only a spatial model can be employed (that is, verbal 
subjects must adopt a spatial model for which they have lesser proficiency), 
then the group by condition interaction will show the verbal group to be 
particularly more disrupted by spatial task loading than the spatial
group. These effects will be seen in either failure detection per* 
formance as an ability by condition interaction, secondary task 
performance as an ability by condition by task interaction, or both.
Method
Subjects
Eighteen subjects were chosen from a pool of seventy-seven Psych­
ology 103 students who expressed interest in participating in psychology 
experiments. The seventy-seven students were given $1.50 for taking 
four paper-and-pencil tests which would discriminate verbal and spatial 
ability. The vocabulary test of the Nelson-Denny Reading test (Brown, 
Nelson, $ Denny, 1976) and the Grammatical Reasoning task (Baddeley, 
1968) were used to identify students with relatively high and low verbal 
ability. The Card Rotation test of the Kit of Reference Tests for
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Cognitive Factors (trench, likstmm, Price, 1903) and the Rotated 
Letters t a si (Cooper, hepa?,i, Peng, Note 3) were used to identify 
students w *111 relative )u,,n and low spatial ability. Quartiles 
f re* the d istrihution of score:, for these seventy-seven students were 
used as guid lines for subject selection. As nearly as possible, 
nine students whose scores fell in the fourth quartiie of the verbal 
tests and the first quartiie of the spatial tests were used as subject 
with relatively high verbal-low spatial abilities. Three males and 
six females were chosen. The same procedure was used for selecting 
nine subjects with relatively high spatial-low verbal abilities. Six 
males and three females were chosen. Table 1 presents the test scores 
in percentages, of the selected subjects. Figure 1 presents a bivari­
ate distribution of the combined verbal and spatial scores so as to 
demonstrate group separateness.
Insert Table 1 and Figure 1 about here
These eighteen subjects were pa id >'3,00 an hour for participation 
in the experiment. All subjects were right-handed.
Apparatus
The failure detection task was displayed on a Hewlett-Packard 
1310a 39 x 27.S cm. CRT display. A PDP11/40 digital computer and an 
IMLAC PDS4 graphic display provided the input to the CRT. Subjects’ 
reaction times were processed by and stored on the PDP11/40, The 
two memory tasks were recorded on a Sony TC-654-4 tape recorder.
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Subject responses for the secondary tasks were recorded by hand.
Subjects were seated in a light attenuated room. The subject 
sat directly in front of the CRT screen, about 82 cm. from the dis­
play. A panel rested on the subject*s lap, on top of which was the 
microphone and button pressing mechanism with which the subject 
made responses. For a schematic representation of the experimental 
setup and display sec Figure 2.
Insert Figure 2 about here
Task Description
Failure Detection task. The failure detection task required 
the subject to monitor and detect failures in a simulated, highly 
simplified, five-variable, nuclear power plant. The five variables 
were 1) the temperature of water in the reactor core, 2) the depth 
of the xods in the reactor core, 3) the pressure of water in the 
cooling system, 4) the temperature of the steam in the steam 
generator, and 5) the pressure of the steam driving the turbine.
The variables were displayed as five bars which varied in length 
over time. The subject’s goal was to understand the overall pattern 
of relations between variables under normal conditions so as to be 
able to detect, as soon as possible, a departure from normal.
Failure detection was indicated by pressing a button on a panel 
which rested in the subject's lap. Reaction time was recorded in 
milliseconds.
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A Fortran program as written to compute and display a syst 
in operation. Figure 3 gives a mathematical diagram of the system 
and includes the equations for the variables in the system. The 
simulation was of a complex, negative feedback, stable system ’driven” 
by a slowly changing random input signal IX. When failures occurred, 
they appeared as gradual ramp changes in gain values from normal 
values to terminal steady state values. The ramps were ten seconds 
in length. From the subject’s point of view, this produced gradual 
changes in the amplitude and frequency response of di * erent vari­
ables, and in the degree of coupling or covariation between pairs of 
variables within the system. After each failure was initiated the 
subject was given ten seconds to detect it. If a response was not 
made within this interval, the sequence was scored as a MISS and the
inseit Figure 3 about here
system was automatically reset to normal operation. If the failure 
was detected, the sequence was scored as a HIT and the system, again, 
automatically reset itself at the end of the ten second interval. 
Failures in the system occurred at random intervals, averaging four 
per three minute trial. Figure 2 includes those changes in the 
equations which produced the two types of failures.
Spatial Memory task, liu spatial memory task was derived from 
Brooks’ j  matrix task. Development of the task is described
in Appendix \. I he subject was asked to imagine a l our x four matrix
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and heard, through headphones, directions to place the number "l" 
in a particular square. The subject was then directed every three 
seconds to place a consequtivc number in an adjacent square (up, 
down, left, or right). On average, eight digits were placed \ W  
the matrix, with a range of seven to ten. The subject wi then 
cued with a number to which s/he responded through a i<rophone 
with its location. The subject was given four seconds to respond 
(and correct her/himseif if s/he desired) and the next matrix began. 
Three matrices were presented in a three minute trial. The perceiiluj 
of correct responses were recorded by hand.
Verbal Memory task. Development of the task is described in 
Appendix A. The subject listened through headphones to a list of  
abstract words, each word presented at three second intervals. The 
lists averaged four words in length, with a range of three to six. 
After the list was presented, the subject was cued with a word from 
the list: and orally responded with the word which came before it.
The subject was given four seconds to respond and then the next list 
was presented. Seven word lists were presented in a three minute 
trial* The percent of correct responses were recorded by hand. 
Procedure
bach subject performed for two hours on each of four days. The 
first two days were used for practice. (See Appendix U for a dis­
cussion of the pilot study which determined the number of practice 
trials for the failure detection task.) Instructions were first 
given on the failure detection task (see Appendix C), The subject
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was given equal amounts of verbal and graphic explanations of the
system so as to avoid a bias toward developing one type of internal 
representation over the other. In the thirty three-minute trials 
given for practicing this task, a subject could set one of three 
types of trials: 1) n normal operations trial in which no failures 
occured; 2) an announced alarm trial during which the word "ALARM" 
appeared when a failure occurred and remained for the duration of 
the failure (this provided a graphic demonstration of the nature of 
tlie failure and the difference between normal- and failed-system 
response); 5) a failure detection trial in which a failure occurred 
but the word "ALARM" did not appear. The subject was instructed to 
detect failures as quickly as possible but to avoid making false 
alarms.
After completing the practice for the failure detection task, 
the subject was given written and oral instructions on the two memory 
tasks. The subject practiced each task until his/her performance 
stabilized (i.e, remained approximately the same for three trials) 
at or above a sixty percent correct response rate. If s/he could 
not reach that criterion then s/he practiced until his/her percentage 
of correct responses remained the same for three trials. On average, 
for the verbal group, this required four trials for the verbal task 
and nine for the spatial. Lor the spatial group, this required an 
average of five trials for the verbal task and seven trials for the 
spatial task.
On the third day, the subject practiced each of the three tasks
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so as to refresh their memory. Then the subject practiced performing 
tne failure detection task concurrently with each of the memory tasks. 
The subject was instructed to keep performance on both tasks in the 
dual task condition as nearly as possible at the same level as when 
performing each task alone. Two practice trials were allowed for 
each of the dual task conditions. The subject also began the fourth 
day with two practice trials in each of the dual task conditions. 
Practice performance for each dual task condition was averaged and 
used as a baseline for judging maintenance or improvement in dual 
task performance on that day. A bonus system was set up to provide 
subjects an incentive for maintaining/improving his/her dual task 
performance.
Following practice on the third and fourth day, the subject 
performed three blocks of trials, bach block consisted of performing 
each of the three single tasks, followed by the two dual tasks. 
Ordering of trials within the single and dual task conditions was 
randomized. Figure 4 presents the order of trials for each of the 
four days. Prior to presentation of a trial, the subject was informed 
of the task to be performed and was instructed over an intercom when 
the trial was to begin.
Insert Figure 4 about here
At the end of the experiment, the subject was given a written 
debriefing (see Appendix D). Any questions were answered and the
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subject was dismissed.
Results
There were nine subjects at each ability level and six trials 
for each task condition. Thus, for the primary task, ability by 
subject by trial by condition (single, dual spatial, dual verbal) 
completed a 2 x  9 x 6 x 3  repeated measures design, with subjects 
nested within ability. For the secondary task, ability by subject 
by trial by condition (single, dual) by task (verbal, spatial) 
completed a 2 x 9 x 6 x 2 x 2  repeated measures design, with subjects 
nested within ability. The dependent variables for the primary task 
were reaction time, percentage of correctly detected failures, and 
number of false alarms. For the secondary task, the dependent 
variable was percentage of correct responses.
Separate analyses of variance were computed for each of the 
dependent variables. Statistical analysis of the dependent variables 
for the primary task was accomplished using a three-way repeated 
measures analysis of variance (SOUPAC, BALANOVA program) in which 
subjects was the repeated measure nested in ability. The secondary 
task data was analyzed using a four-way repeated measures analysis 
of variance (SOUPAC, BALANOVA program) with subjects as the repeated 
measure nested in ability.
Hypothesis One: Spatiality of Failure Detection
The first hypothesis concerned the spatial aspects of the failure 
detection task which were predicted to be manifested in two forms: 
one relating to abilities, the other to task interference. First,
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because of the analog/spatial characteristics postulated to underlie 
the failure detection task, spatial subjects, who are assumed to more 
readily employ a spatial internal model, were predicted to be better 
detectors than verbal subjects. This would be verified by a main 
effect of ability on each of the three primary task dependent vari­
ables. It could also be verified by an ability by condition inter­
action on the three dependent variables in which spatial subjects 
were less disrupted by the dual task loading. Analysis of the data 
in Figure 5 indicates no significant difference in ability. For 
all three dependent variables, both the main effect of ability and 
the ability by condition interaction produced F-values less than one.
Insert Figure 5 about here
Secondly, the spatial aspects of the failure detection task 
were expected to influence task interference. If the failure 
detection task is spatial, then it would be expected that 1) failure 
detection performance would be more disrupted by the spatial than 
by the verbal secondary task; 2) a task by condition interaction 
would be found for the data in the secondary task with the spatial 
task performance being more disrupted by failure detection than 
verbal task performance.
Both of these effects were obtained. There was a significant 
main effect of conditions for the percentage of correct detections 
in the primary task (£(2,52)= 4.19, £< .05, see Figure b). A planned
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comparison of the means showed that the difference between the means 
of the single task and the dual spatial task conditions was significant 
(HSD32=4*02, £<.05), while the difference between single and dual 
verbal means was not. These results are in agreement with the first 
prediction described above. The spatial task disrupts failure 
detection performance while the verbal task does not. The difference 
between detection during the verbal and spatial task was in the pre­
dicted direction of lesser interference for the verbal task, but did 
not reach statistical reliability (HSD32ad.45, £>.10). (Note: Tukey’s 
post-hoc test was used since the results are approximately equivalent 
to planned comparisons.)
With regard to secondary task performance, the significant task 
by condition interaction (£(1,16)= 6.39, £<.05) found for the percent 
correct measure, shown in Fugure 7, demonstrated interference in the 
same direction as in the primary task, with spatial task performance 
being more disrupted by failure detection than verbal task performance. 
The greater disruption of the failure detection task when spatial 
working memory is occupied by a concurrent task confirms the "spatiality 
of the failure detection task.
Insert Figures 6 and 7 about here
Hypothesis Two: Strategies for Secondary Tasks
The second hypothesis postulated that strategy choice was rigid 
for secondary task performance and could not be flexibly adopted to
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different modes by different groups. Hence an ability by task 
interaction was predicted. Figure 8 presents the secondary task 
performance data for the two secondary tasks and the two ability 
groups, and indicates that such an interaction was present and 
significant (£(1,16)= 4.20, £*.05). Verbal subjects performed 
best on the verbal secondary task and spatial subjects performed 
best on the spatial secondary task. Thus, the tasks used to select 
the subjects tapped abilities common to those assessed by the two 
secondary tasks.
Insert Figure 8 about here
Hypothesis Three: Internal Model Differences for Ability Groups
The third hypothesis predicted an interaction of dual task 
interference between the two ability groups and the two secondary 
task types. There was clearly an influence of task loading on 
secondary task performance a* indicated by the significant main 
effect for condition on the percentage of correct response* in the 
secondary task (£(1,16)* j* %05 , in f igure 9 it i* apparent
that the magnitude of the uual taafc decrement was roughly equiva­
lent for the two ability group:, in support of this, the ability 
by condition interaction was not reliable for either primary task 
performance (statistics reported above, see Figure 3J or the 
secondary task performance (£(1,1<>)= .013, £%10), The task by 
condition interaction for the secondary task, a > noted above, was
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reliable which indicates that the spatial task was more disrupted 
by failure detection that the verbal task.
Insert Figure 9 about here
The critical part of the third hypothesis concerned the flexi­
bility of internal model selection. If selection was flexible, 
ability groups would select their preferred mode of the model (i.e. 
spatial group, spatial model; verbal group, verbal model). If 
selection was rigid and dictated by the nature of the task, then the 
spatial nature of the task would lead to all subjects adopting a 
spatial model. Support for the first of these two alternatives would 
be provided by either an ability by cundition (dual verbal vs. dual 
spatial) interaction for the primary task, an ability by condition 
by task interaction for the secondary task, or both. These would 
be predicted since the spatial (verbal) group, by adopting a spatial 
(verbal) model that was most compatible with their ability, would 
be most disrupted by a spatial (verbal) secondary task. Neither 
interactions were significant (primary task statistics reported 
above; secondary task*s ability by condition by task interaction: 
£(1,16) = .358, £>.10).
Support for the second of these two alternatives could be 
provided if the same type of interactions were shown in the opposite 
direction. That is, the verbal group, by adopting a spatial model for 
which they have lesser proficiency, would be relatively more disrupted
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by a spatial secondary task than the spatial group. As noted above, 
these interactions were not significant. The conclusion of a rigid 
internal model could also be supported by a main effect of condition 
for the primary task and a task by condition interaction for the 
secondary task. This would be seen if both groups adopted a model 
that was compatible with an ability that had not been tapped by 
the selection tests and that was used in the performance of one of 
the secondary tasks. Data would then show both groups being equally 
disrupted by one of the secondary tasks. The significant main 
effect of condition for the primary task and the significant task 
by condition interaction for the secondary task (reported above) 
indicate that all subjects adopted spatial models using an ability 
(and its resources) which was disrupted by spatial secondary task 
performance, but which was not differentiated by the four selection 
test s,
Other bffects
I  Mill! Ill I '■ ..... .....
Significant effects which were not related to any hypothesis 
are discussed below.
A main effect of trial was found for primary task reaction time 
(F(5,80)= 2.79, £<.05) and for the secondary task dependent variable 
(£(5,80)- 3.18, £<. 05). In both cases, improvement with pract ice 
was demonstrated (see figure 10).
Insert figure if aoout here
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An Interaction between trial and condition was shown for the 
primary task’s number of false alarms (£10,160) 38 2.81, £*.05) 
and for the percentage of correct responses in the secondary task 
(£(5,80* 3.45, £<,05). The first interaction results from the 
increased trial to trial variability of the single task condition 
and is not systematically related to practice. The second reflects 
the large improvement from trial one to trial two in the dual task 
condition which is not present in the single task condition (see 
figure 11).
Insert figure 11 about here
in sum, the sputinlity of the primary task was confirmed, and 
as expected, verbal subjects performed better on the verbal secondary 
task and spatial subjects performed better on the spatial secondary 
task, Data which would indie ate the type of internal model each 
group selected were reliable and indicated that all subjects adopted 
spatial internal models.
Discussion
The results of the present investigation indicate that the 
verbal and spatial groups performed the failure detection task in an 
equivalent manner. These results are obtained despite the fact that 
the two groups differed in ability, as indicated by their differential 
secondary ta<l performance, and that the failure detection task was 
inherently spatial, as indicated by dual task interference. The
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similarity and direction of interference patterns demonstrated by 
both groups indicates that they both adopted the same failure 
detection strategy and it involved spatial resources. In addition, 
this strategy was equally demanding in quantity and quality of 
resources for the two groups. Since failure detection performance 
of both ability groups was equivalent under both single and dual 
task conditions, it is speculated that the critical ability (and 
its related resources) required in failure detection is not the 
same as those tapped by the tasks, and by the psychometric tests used 
to select subjects.
Acceptance of the null hypothesis (between group differences 
will not be exhibited in selection of internal models which lie on 
a spatial-verbal continuum) is implied by this data. However, these 
results may be uue, not so much to a lack of the hypothesised pheno­
menon, but to an inadequate test of the hypothesis. The most notable 
limitations in the study arc the lack of subjects who are clearly 
high in one ability and low in the other, and the relative simplicity 
of the failure detection task. Lxamination of the figures in 
Table 1 show that scores of selected subjects did not ..oatly and 
consistently fall into the first and fourth quartilcs. Although 
the significant ability by task interaction for the secondary task 
demonstrated that selected subjects had the desired levels of 
abilities, a more rigorous selection criterion, such as first and 
tenth deciles, is suggested for future research. Such selection, 
presumably, will better insure each subject’s predisposition toward
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selection of a spatial internal model over a verbal model or vice 
versa.
The second limitation is the relative simplicity of the 
failure detection task. The high percentage of hits and the low 
number of false alarms indicate this. More importantly, informal 
questioning of subjects at the end of the experiment showed a 
general consensus that the task was primarily visual and easy 
enough so as not to require an internal model, What was required 
was little more than an ability to detect changes in velocity or 
acceleration, This was a highly perceptual task that did not 
require an understanding of the separate variables and their effects 
on each other. Thus, a better test of the hypothesis would require 
increasing the task’s complexity so as to better approximate 
Rasmussen’s (1974) description of a supervisory task. That is, 
develop a task which, in addition to failure detection, would entail 
failure diagnosis and appropriate control actions. The task used 
in this experiment could be appropriately modified so as to meet 
the above requirements.
Thus, the present results provide iittle evidence for differences 
in the internal models used by spatial and verbal groups. However, as 
suggested above, categorical acceptance of the null hypothesis may 
not be well-advised. Landeweerd*s (1979) investigation has already 
demonstrated that different internal models can be employed for 
different supervisory tasks. It may well be that, with a task that 
requires failure detection, diagnosis and control responses,
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differences in internal models between the two groups will emerge.
If so, identification of the operator*s internal representation may 
have important implications due to its relationships with other 
variables which affect performance, For example, performance might 
be positively affected if the mode of information display was com­
patible with the mode of the internal representation. Also, per­
formance might be negatively affected if performance of concurrent 
tasks interfered with maintenance of the internal model due to both 
demanding the same mode of processing. If one mode is observed to 
be superior to the other, selection and training of operator would 
be designed so as to be conducive to the development of the superior 
mode. If both modes are observed to yield similar performance, then 
training might best emphasize verbal formats for high verbal trainees 
and spatial formats for high spatial trainees.
In sum, this experiment was designed to investigate the mode of 
a human operator’s internal model. It was hypothesized that the 
mode lies at some point on a verbal-spatial continuum. A dual task 
paradigm was used and the data indicated that maintaining and up­
dating the internal model can interfere with a concurrent task in 
the same mode. Suggestions for future research have been made. If 
employed, they will hopefully lead to a clearer and more reliable 
answer to this research question which can impact on a variety of 
human factor areas and lead to improvements in the performance of 
man-machine systems.
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Figure 1. Bivariate distribution of scores on tests of 
verbal and spatial ability for the high verbal-low spatial (V) 
and the low verbal-high spalial (S) groups.
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Figure 3.
Figure Caption
Mathematical diagram of dynamic system used in
failure detection task. Shown at the bottom are the equations used 
to compute the values of tlie system’s variables and those changes
in the equations which produced th* two types of failures.
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Figure Capt1 tm
Figure 6. Significant main effect of condition for the percent­
age of correctly detected failures in the primary task.
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Figure 7. Task by condition interaction for the percentage 
of correct responses in the secondary task.
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Figure 8. Ability by task Interaction for the percentage of 
correct responses in the secondary task.
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Figure Caption
figure 11, Tria1 by condition interaction for the number of 
false alarms in the primary task and the percentage of correct 
responses in the secondary task.
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Appendix A
The spatial memory task used in this experiment was derived 
from Brooks* (1967) ’spatial materials” matrix task. However, in­
stead oi requiring the subject to reproduce the entire matrix as in 
the original version of the task, in the present versTorr-tbe subject 
orally responded with the location of a randomly chosen number in the 
matrix. This way, spatial working memory was briefly unloaded dur­
ing the response period ar.d more continuous and evenly distributed 
demands on spatial working memory were imposed. An example* goes as 
It) 1 l ows:
Starting in column 2 tow 2 place a 1.
In the next square down place a 2.
In the next square to the right place a 3.
In the next square up place a 4.
In the next square up place a 5.
In the next square to the right place a 6.
In the next square down place a 7.
In the next square down place an 8.
Report: 4.
Subject’s Response: column 3, row' 2 because that is flu*
local ion of the number 4.
The task’s difficulty was manipulated by varying the .average 
number of digits placed in the matrix: four, seven, and ten. One
example matrix and two sets of five minute trials were drawn up for
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each level of difficulty. One five minute trial for the lowest level 
of difficulty (four numbers on average in a matrix, with a range of 
three to six) ran through eleven matrices. One trial for the next 
level (seven numbers on average, with a range of six to nine) ran 
through seven matrices. The highest level of difficulty (ten numbers, 
with a range of nine to twelve) ran through five matrices in one five 
minute trial.
The verbal memory task in this experiment used 104 nouns taken 
from a list of 925 nouns developed by Paivio, Yuille, and Madigan 
(1968), The nouns chosen were those rated with an imagery value less 
than three on a scale of one to six, in which one meant "arouses an 
image not at all.” This ensured that the words were not easily vis­
ualized and the task was verbal in nature. The task put dcmuinds on 
verbal working memory and briefly unloaded during the response period. 
An exemplary list follows;
amount, essence, ingratitude, answer 
Report; ingratitude.
Sub ject*s Res punse; e s s en ce .
The task’s difficulty was manipulated by varying the average 
number of words in the list: four, seven, and ten. Word lists had
the same ranges of stimuli per level of difficulty as those in the 
matrices, (Hie example list and two set , ot five minute1 trials were 
drawn up for each level of difficulty. One trial for the lowest level 
of difficulty ran through fourteen word lists. For the next level, 
one trial ran through nine word lists. For the highest level, one 
ran through seven lists,
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A pilot study was run to determine average error rates for each 
level of difficulty for each task. Those levels which yielded equiv­
alent error rates that were between .2 and .5 would be used. It was
assumed that error rates within this range were indicants of a  task 
that was neither too din Jcuil nor too easy. tom :na I e volunteers 
ran In the pilot.
oral instructions were jiven tor the verbal task and examples 
for each level oi di Hi cully were given. One set of trials for each 
difficulty level was conducted* followed bv the second set, Ural in­
structions for the spatial task wore then given and the same procedure 
as with the verbal task loll owed. Stimuli were orally presented
by lie experimenter at approximate three second intervals. Subject 
response tunes were noted at random intervals to determine an appro- 
pri v > iespouse interval. Response.*? were marked by hand. The subject 
sM debriefed with the oral explanation that he had taken part in the 
devi lopment oi two memory tasks which would be used in another study.
e was told that the purpose of this experiment had been to determine 
the average error rates for each level et each task. The subject was 
then dismissed.
The results, presented in Figure A, indicated that filling the 
matrix with eight numbers and presenting lists of four words would 
yield approximately equivalent probabilities of error, P(Error)" .38. 
Practice effects were not demonstrated. Therefore these values were 
chosen to provide two secondary tasks of equivalent difficulty in the 
main experIment.
I n s e r t  F i g u r e  A about h e r e
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Appendix B
Pilot Study for the Failure Detection Task
The primary purpose of fch^  pii^r xt’-Mdy was to determine the
amount of practice needed for pert onnance to stabilize on the failure
detect ion 1 , ' .
at 1 ( ’ i t sub j i t  , t v K, werv p.tui volunteers
wh> had r vhpuiuin! t v , a newspaper advcit i s e v n t  . Ail v»n- right-  
h.aided . bach subject came in !or three two-hour sess ions, During 
the f i r s t  two sess ionh eaeh su b j <■« t recc i ved inst ruct ions for
failute detection task ami practiced the task tor as many triads as 
time allowed (between t a i v t \ -n t ;n- and t i f t y-one t rials) % T!k I » »t 
session w a s  :> pent pi oti inp tin two mentorv task*;. I* the subject 
met t he performance criterion ol a sixty net cent correct response 
a vera c,e , s/he went on to practicing in the dual task conditions, 
subject was t hen debr ief ed and dismi ssed.
T-lests w v . re conducted to see when reaction t i me  o! t wi> • on- 
seeutive trial blocks differed s ign i i i cant 1 v when the differences 
were no longer significant (i.e. when performance stabil isced >. 
trial blocks included eight trials and started with trial six, as 
trials one through five consisted of simply observing the dynamic 
system in normal operation. Results of the analysis indicated t Mcil 
the performance of Pilot Subject One stabilized between blocks four 
and five (after trial thirty). All. other subjects lacked significant 
differences between trial blocks. Sc rut in izat ion ot date indicated 
that block means became most similar after trial thirty. With this,
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it was determined that subjects would be given thirty trials to 
practice the failure detection task.
Aj>j>t!jnUjK C
Instructions
In this experiment, you will be trained to do 3 tasks: a spatial
memory task, a verbal memory task and a failure detection task. After 
practicing each task, you will then practice doing the failure detc- 
tlon task concurrently with a memory task.
In the spatial memory task you will imagine a 4 x 4 matrix and 
you will hear, over headphones, directions to place the number "1" 
in a particular square. You will then be directed to place consec­
utive numbers in adjacent squares. On average, 8 digits will be 
placed in the matrix, with a range of 7 to 10. You will then be 
cued with a number to which you will respond, through a microphone, 
with its location. You will have 4 seconds to respond and the next 
matrix will start. For example 1
starting in column 2 row 2 place a 1 .
In the next square down place a 2.
" " " " t o  the right place a 3.
" " " " u p  place a 4.
•' " " " up place a 5*
" " " to the right plcco a 6.
" *’ " down place a 7 .
Report: 4
Your response: column 3 row 2 because that is the location of
the number 4.
In the verbal memory task you will listen to a list of words 
which will average 4 words in length, with a range of 3 to 6. After 
you hear the list, you will be cued with a word from the list and 
you will orally respond with the word which came before it. You 
will have 4  seconds to respond and then the next list will be
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presented. For examples
boy. girl. cat. dog 
Reports cat 
Your responses girl
In the failure detection task, you will assume the role of a 
nuclear power plant operator, that is you will monitor and detect 
failures of 5 components of a highly simplified nuclear power plant, 
the 5 variables are 1) the temperature of water in the reactor core,
2) the depth of the rode in the reactor core. 3) the pressure of 
water in the cooling system, k) the temperature of the steam in the 
steam generator, and 5) the pressure of the steam driving the turbine.
The system works as follows. Water flows into the nuclear reactor 
core. This water comes from an outside source and is also part of 
the i-..ing loop, thus the temperature of this water in the reactor 
core fluctuates. The radioactive rods are lowered into the core and 
this heats the water. This extremely hot, radioactive water flows 
out of the core, under pressure. This water then flows around pipes, 
it heats uj> the contents o f  the pipes and, in sc doing, reduces its 
own temperature. This water is then channelled back to the core 
where it is also mixed with cool water from the outside source.
Inside the pipes, described above, is nonradioactive water. As 
said before, this water is heated up and turned to steam. This steam 
is then channelled, under pressure, to the turbine which it drives. 
Rotation of the turbine generates electrical power.
As you can understand, all the variables can influence the others.
The 5 variables will be represented on a visual display as bars 
which vary in length. You will observe the system in normal states of 
operation, during which each variable effects the others in a normal, 
expected manner, Periodically however "failures" will occur such as
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a leak in a pipe, a clogged pipe, or a pressure relief valve that is 
stuck open. These failures will change the relative influence that 
eertain variables have on others.
Your goal is to try to understand the overall pattern of relations 
between the normal variables so that you can detect, as soon as 
possible, the departure from normal and indicate your detection by 
pressing a button. If you do not detect a failure, 6 seconds after 
its onset the system will reset itself. Try to detect failures as 
quickly as possible but also be certain that there is a failure. That 
is, it your effort to quickly detect failures, don't make any false 
alarms.
Any questions'?
During this and the next session of the experiment, you will 
practice doing each task alone.
Now you will practice doing the spatial task and doing the 
verbal task concurrently witn the failure detection task. Try to 
keep your performance on both tasks in this dual tack condition as 
nearly as possible at the same level as when performing each tack 
alone.
Any questions?
Now that you have had sufficient opportunity to practice these 
tasks, we enter the second part of this experiment. Ir. this part 
you will have the opportunity to earn bonuses for your dual task 
performance. Your failure detection reaction time on each trial 
will be compared to your average reaction time from practice, as 
will your performance cn the memory tasks. If they are belter than
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the practice session's, then you will receive a 10 cent bonus for that 
trial. If you make one false alarm during the trial, you receive 
only 5 cent8. If you make more than 1 there will be no bonus for 
that trial.
This session will proceed as follows. In order to reacquaint 
yourself with the failure detection task, you will first watch the 
system in its normal state, then in an announced failure condition 
and then an unannounced one ( in which you will make a failure 
detection). Then there will be 3 sets of trials, each will include 
performing each of the 3 tasks alone and then the 2 dual task 
conditions.
Any questions?
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I n p u * C
1
O u t p u t
Primary
Cooling
S y s t e m
Input: water from a cooling tank
Bi temperature of water in reactor 
C« depth of rods
0i pressure of water in cooling system 
g« temperature of steam in steam generator 
Output: steer pre.~ure driving the turbine
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Examples of Failures
Since all variables in the system are related, one failed variable 
mill probably influence most of the system. Some variables will be 
influenced more than others.
Some examples!
— If the rods get stuck in one position in the core, then the 
changes in pressure in the cooling system will be caused only by 
the temperature changes of the water.
— If a leak springs in the cooling loop, hot water will flow through 
out the containment building--around pipes it previously did not and 
thereby exert greater influence over (heat) other parts of the system. 
--•Normally, a relief valve opens; to allow excess pressure an outlet. 
If a relief valve in the cooling system gets stuck closed, then 
pressure within the system will covary more closely with the water 
temperature and rod depth than under normal conditions.
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Debriefing
The human operator must control such processes as nteel-making, 
paper production, nuclear power plants and wide body jets. With 
increased automation of processes, there has been a trend toward 
supervision and/or monitoring ratner than direct manipulation of a
process. It is assumed that when a human operator is monitoring a 
system, he is evaluating the hypothesis that the syrtem is in normal 
operation. After a malfunction is detected and the task turns to 
diagnosis, alternate hypotheses for causes of a system's abnormal 
state are tested. These hypotheses are assumed to stem from the 
operator'8 dynamic internal representation of the system being 
controlled. It has been the purpose of this research to investigate 
the mode of that internal representation.
It has been proposed that modes of information representation 
lie along a spatial-verbal continuum. It has been argued that high 
spatial and verbal abilities lead to preferential use of the 
processes respectively associated with these abilities.
Based upon these assertion:., it was hypothesized that numar 
operators with high verbal and high spatia. ability will respectively 
have verbal and spatial internal representations of tne system they 
are monitoring. A dual task paradigm was employed to test this hypot 
hypothesis. The primary task required subjects to monitor and detect 
failures in a dynamic system and the secondary task was either a 
verbal or spatial memory task. It is assumed that the subject 
developed an internal model to detect failures. The mode of rep­
resentation adopted by the operator (subject) will be inferred from 
the interference between the task of failure detection and the 
demands of performing the concurrent task in the same mode as the 
internal model.
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Identification of the form of the operator's internal represen­
tation may have important implications due to its relationships with 
other variables which affect performance. For example, performance 
might be positively affected if the mode of information display was 
compatible with the mode of the internal representation, as graphs 
are with a spatial mode. Also, if one mode is observed to be 
superior to the other, selection and training of operators would 
be designed so as to be conducive to the development of the superior 
mode. Thus, identification of the mode of representation may 
benefit a variety of areas which could lead to improvements in the 
performance of man-machine systems.
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